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even if they had planned it and they did not the publishers
of these two 1996 works dealing with the saints in the former ger-
man democratic republic GDR or east germany before 1989
probably could not have produced more closely complementary
volumes they give a remarkable view of the church in that coun-
try from 1945 1989 a unique chapter in church history since the
GDR was the only communist ruled country in the world with fully
operational branches and districts a mission an indigenous mission
presidency and ultimately a temple within its boundaries the per-
sonal records of president monson give a church leaders view of
the struggle of the east germans striving to practice their faith
under an oppressive communist regime while the oral histories of
individual members in the davis volume document from the rank
and file instances of faith sacrifice persecution endurance resis-
tance courage and obedience that rival many accounts from early
church history together they tell a marvelous tale

while serving as missionaries in dresden during 1989 90
norma davis an associate professor of humanities at BYU and her
husband garold a professor of german at BYU began recording
interviews with east german saints the editors returned to dresden
in 1994 and taped more interviews to which they added written
material they acquired from other members who had lived or still
resided in the GDR passages from journals recorded personal his-
tories and written recollections of specific events or time periods 1

all this they translated into a highly readable compilation A total of
forty four informants some of whom contributed to more than one
section provided material arranged into thirty one chapters
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the first four chapters on the destruction of dresden give
firsthand accounts of saints who survived the bombing of feb-
ruary 13 14 1945 that claimed sixty thousand lives only one
church member died in the bombing and the firestormfirestorm that raged
and incinerated many victims after the air raid was over other
members escaped miraculously in at least one case because chil-
dren encouraged their mother to follow the guidance of the priest-
hood when she wanted to take the more logical escape route
instead of the one her husband chose

the next eleven chapters entitled rebuilding zion deal pri-
marily with the immediate postwar years and efforts to reestablish
the church A section entitled living with the communists
which covers the period after the founding of the german demo-
cratic republic in 1949 details the constant tension felt by church
members who were trying to obey both the lords law and the law
of an oppressive government and describes the survival tactics
they used inside their little guarded borders 351 the final
chapters include an account of the temple that was dedicated in
1985 the first in a communist country conversion stories of five

members who joined the church in the months shortly before the
wall fell in 1989 and testimonies from two of the first east ger-
mans to be sent on missions outside their country while it was still
under communist rule

the book of excerpts that president monson selected from
his journal offers a non german perspective on many of the same
events and topics covered in the davis compilation it begins with
an entry on july 12 1968 when the forty one year old apostle a
member of the quorum of the twelve for just over five years went
to east germany for the first time in his new assignment as super-
visor of european missions for the next seventeen years he re-
tained sole apostolic responsibility for east germany visiting the
country many times and ultimately securing permission for a
temple to be built there his journal makes it clear that his com-
mitment to church members there was more than a routine
administrative assignment when he pronounced a dedicatory
prayer on the GDR in 1975 he wrote 1 I think I1 have not enjoyed a

more spiritual experience as a member of the council of the twelve
38 and in 1982 he notes 1 I consider my service in the dresden
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mission to be a highlight in my ministry thus far as a member of the
council of the twelve 74

even after he was called to the first presidency elder russell
nelson took over his assignment late in 1985 president monson
remained involved in matters concerning members in the GDR
whom he loved and admired and he continued to visit the coun-
try his journal documents additional visits and contacts up through
august 1995 the most notable being those describing his role as
the primary negotiator in reaching the 1988 agreement with the
east german government that allowed the church to send local
members on foreign missions and noncitizensnoncitizens to east germany as
missionaries after the wall fell in november 1989 he continued
to visit the country oversawoversad work there and hosted former offi-
cials from east germany in salt lake city

the church in germany has a long distinguished history the
dresden branch founded under the leadership of a young convert
named karl G maeser has been in continuous existence since
1855 longer than most wards in utah or anywhere else in the
world after world war 11II somewhere between 4500 and 5000
members lived in what became the german democratic republic
some of them second or third generation mormonscormonsMormons their recol-
lections in the davis book of the hardships immediately follow-
ing 1945 echo numerous published descriptions of those years by
well known german writers historians and public figures but
with an essential difference they lack the tone of self pity that
the nobel prize winning novelist thomas mann sees as quintes-
sentiallysentially german

one might assert that a remove of four decades had dimmed
or filtered the church members memories but there appears to
be more to it than that they reported the same events other ger-
mans did the russian soldiers who raped and pillaged the mal-
nutrition that claimed so many lives between 1945 and 1949 the
lack of even rudimentary housing and medical care inadequate
clothing transportation and protection against the elements not
to mention state imposed obstacles as they tried to exercise their
religion but the tone of these recollections radiates the same spirit
of courage and hope in dealing with hardships that we find in ac-
counts of the 1846 47 exodus of the church in the united states
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faith it seems endowed the saints with an attitude toward adver-
sity that differed sharply from the general population

As male church members serving in the german army re-
turned home to east germany in 1945 many of them immediately
set out on missions foreign missionaries were no longer allowed
to enter they went without any means of support and in most
cases stayed for three four and more years before the state disal-
lowed furtherfarther missionary callings by the church in the late 1950s
almost without exception they suffered severe consequences for
their missionary service for the rest of their lives almost all were
permanently barred from all but low paying jobs nearly all mem-
bers also suffered job discrimination because of church member-
ship such discrimination usually took the form of blocked
promotions especially if they declined invitations to the join the
party and with rare exceptions children of church members
were mocked by their teachers disadvantaged in school advance-
ment and denied entrance to universities

in part because the church was seen as an american sect
and also because of the official stance against any religion the church
endured varying degrees and forms of harassment by the govern-
ment for at least the first thirty years after 1945 several accounts
in the davis book describe how branch members found a building
or rooms in which to meet refurbished them at great personal
expense and sacrifice they acquired the materials and performed
all the labor themselves only to have the government confiscate
the space and assign them other rundownrun down quarters in several
branches this happened twice and in one case three times mem-
bers also recall how for many years branch presidents had to
report all meetings and assigned speakers in advance they were
not allowed to hold youth dances or conferences since these com-
peted with the state run youth organization the state security ser-
vice regularly sent agents to observe meetings and neighbors
became informants for the state security

until 1960 the members hunger for church literature
which was forbidden in the GDR fostered an underground distri-
bution system lesson manuals tracts books and magazines would
be brought in usually through west berlin then designated mem-
bers would type some or all of a certain publication making seven
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or eight carbon copies and circulate them among members this
practice caused a dilemma of conscience for some when the pre-
siding authority in east germany president henry burkhardt who
himself had assisted in bringing materials in illegally in 1960 asked
members to become law abiding citizens and destroy copies of all

illegal church literature in their possession
nearly all complied however reluctantly but at least one

brother describes his pain at burning all his church materials in an
open stove it took him two days and admits his mild subversion in
saving only one book a bound copy of four years of typed priest-
hood manuals 1 I dont care if they throw me in prison he thought
to himself this is one book I1 am not going to bumburnbub davis 159

he nearly regretted it later when the state security visited him and
examined his books but failed to find the incriminating one sud-
denly he saw the wisdom in obedience and he concluded this
actually gave us more encouragement to study our lessons more
thoroughly from the standard works davis 160

youth conferences which attracted young people from the
entire district figured strongly in most of the recollections
recorded by the davisesdaviselDavises though technically illegal at first this
gradually changed young people and leaders once assembled a

conference by having every individual person apply separately for
a permit at a designated campsite sometimes the leaders regis-
tered an event as a worship service which was not forbidden but
appended activities to it which looked suspiciously like those of a
youth conference youth dances too were popular but illegal

unless scheduled as part of a worship service and not advertised as
a dance

president burkhardt who was named mission president for
all east germany in 1969 cautiously tolerated this letter of the
law obedience his strategy was to prove to the authorities that
members of the church were reliable law abiding citizens of their
state and he emphasized adherence to the law of the land as the
only means by which the church would thrive his success in con-
veying this message to government authorities ultimately paved
the way for approval of the temple built in 1985

it was this dilemma of obedience to a state that denied mem-
bers the right to exercise important aspects of their religion such
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as receive patriarchal blessings attend the temple have access to
church literature and travel outside their country to do genealogi-
cal research which captured president monsonsmansonsMonsons attention when
he first visited east germany for a time president burkhardt had
issued temple recommends to members who had visas to travel
only to west germany notably retired people but to visit a
temple they had to cross into switzerland illegally which made
the church complicitcomplicitycomp licit in an action that broke the law of their coun-
try therefore he discontinued the practice

on his second visit to the GDR in november 1968 president
monson speaking in g6rlitzgoriitzgarlitzgonnGoriitz was so moved by this denial of bless-
ings that he made a prophetic promise ifyou will remain true and
faithful to the commandments of god every blessing any member
of the church enjoys in any other country will be yours 5 later
journal entries suggest mild concern about his boldness in making
this promise but he remained firm in the conviction that the lord
had inspired him to utter it which in turn motivated him to work
for its fulfillment repeatedly his journal records miracles con-
nected with it the granting of government permission for presi-
dent burkhardt his counselors and later other local authorities and
their wives couples together were never allowed to travel to the
west to attend general conference in salt lake healings of local
leaders the ordination of a patriarch who was allowed to travel out-
side the country for instruction a chance meeting in frankfurt
between president monson and a government official from east
germany at a time in 1984 when it appeared that the temple pro-
ject would be canceled because the government perceived that the
church was growing too visible the temple open house in 1985
which government officials later told him would never have been
allowed if they had known the interest it would generate among
east german citizens and permission for east germans to serve
missions outside the country and for east germany to receive mis-
sionariessionaries from communistnoncommunistnon countries

president monsonsmansonsMonsons journals allow readers to draw conclu-
sions about the deliberations underlying church administrative
decisions on east germany it must have been unusual to leave an
apostle in the same assignment for seventeen years elder monson
persisted in his assignment for in a journal entry in 1982 he
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observes were it not for the continuity established by having one
member of the council of the twelve monitor and watch over this
particular area I1 do not believe we would have made nearly the
progress we have 74 75 a point he reinforces again in 1990

by keeping close to the work for this extended period I1 was able to
establish the continuity which developed trust on the part of gov-
ernment officials and resulted in our having missionary work permit-
ted in the nation which seemed to be the great breakthrough that
preceded other blessings U15515353

it is certainly striking how closely the private persona in this jour-
nal resembles the public one known to the church clearly presi-
dent monson is a man of deep affection repeatedly his journal
mentions his love for east german saints and how 1 I feel right at
home in this culture G11515

the davis book mentions church leaders such as henry
burkhardt gottfried richter manfred schiitzeschmitzeSchiitze and walter krause
whom the davisesdavisel accurately call a legend in his own lifetime
49 president monson shares this view as he calls him a giant of

the lord 15 the east german church leaders he wrote are
equally as dynamic and spiritually powerful as men in any dis-

pensationpensation 16 in his 1975 prayer dedicating the GDR president
monson says of henry burkhardt we know of no man of greater
faith in thy kingdom 37 his journal also provides numerous
specific examples of why this description was not hyperbolic

the same affection president monson reveals in his com-
ments is reflected in his behavior going well out of his way to
meet members to give blessings or to heal the sick his deep com-
passion for the deprivation suffered by many east german saints
moved him to frequent acts of kindness most of them sponta-
neous for example noticing the shabby clothing that a senior
member of a stake high council wore he was struck by the notion
that his suit might fit the man it did whereupon president mon-
son gave him the suit on the spot along with several ties and a
shirt and put on pair of slacks and a jacket 80 81 to get to his
next destination he also surrendered a pair of his shoes to the
stake patriarchs son on numerous occasions he gave away candy
and his pocket calculators he also willingly and with no
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regrets 94 95 gave his well used personalized leather bound
set of scriptures to henry burkhardt to help him learn english

the sacrifices of the east german saints which the davisesdavisel
and president monson record make almost embarrassing reading
for latter day saints in more affluent free countries today yet the
relative isolation and government persecution endured by these
saints generated blessings which they freely acknowledge pow-
erful unity cooperation strong self reliance willing sacrifice
extraordinary dedication and a high degree of spirituality

amidst it all several members remember that they never felt
forgotten by church headquarters in salt lake city they could not
know as president monson records in numerous journal entries
that the general authorities spent unusual amounts of time dealing
with their situation As an entry of march 29 1978 notes we all

recognize that the dresden mission is different from any ecclesias-
tical unit in the church and has to be approached keeping this fact
in mind 44 the east germans did know however of numerous
visits by general authorities over the years nearly all of which
president monson records

one may well wonder how much the exceptional faith of the
east german members and the extraordinary attention given by
church headquarters to this one small country seventeen million
people contributed to the enormous changes that overtook the
GDR in 1989 based on members testimonies recorded by norma
and garold davis and the entries in president monsonsmansonsMonsons journals it
is clear that an accumulation of seemingly minor miracles a leit-
motif in each of these books led to the major miracles of a
temple being erected in a communist country and of members
ultimately being allowed to leave the country for missionary pur-
poses president monson saw those miracles from a leaders per-
spectivespective the members saw the same events from an internal
perspective the complete convergence of those two views in
these complementary volumes illuminates this unparalleled chap-
ter of church history
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NOTE

because of the nature of this collection of reminiscences the authors were
careful to point out that

the stories do not present a complete or even detailed history the
narrators do not always agree in detail or in their evaluation of
the events they experienced we have left the inconsistencies intact
because these are their honest responses to the circumstances by
looking at the circumstances from various points of view we some-
times come closer to the reality xviii xiv

for instance individual experiences and memories differed somewhat concern-
ing the amount of governmental restriction on educational and professional
opportunities some members felt there were definite restrictions placed on
them professionally 197 235 and others thought they were not disadvantaged
nor discriminated against 225 some confusion exists about the printed material
church members were allowed to have after the construction of the berlin wall
governmental restrictions were tightened so that members were allowed to have
no printed material for which they had no previous written authorization and
they could receive no new material in addition to these clarifications BYU stud-
ies would like to correct an error on page 57 forty to fifty kilograms would equal
eighty eight to one hundred and ten pounds four hundred kilograms would be
over eight hundred pounds ed


